
 

 
As an international cooperation enterprise for sustainable development with worldwide 
operations, the German government owned Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale 
Zusammenarbeit  (GIZ) GmbH operates on behalf of German Ministries, the governments of 
other countries and international clients. GIZ has a record of more than 60 years working in 
Thailand.  To implement the “Climate Friendly Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning NAMA project” 
GIZ is looking for a Project Officer. 
 

Project Officer 

In Thailand, an estimated 20% of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions result from the refrigeration 
and cooling sector. With its first Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Action (NAMA) Thailand 
intends to achieve a substantial GHG reduction in line with its international political commitment 
by increasing the energy efficiency and the climate friendliness of cooling technologies. 
Contracted by the NAMA Facility, GIZ supports the Thai government in this effort with a large-
scale project that addresses framework conditions on the political level, technical barriers in the 
private sector and that works with financial institutions to establish targeted financing schemes. 
 
Under the authority of the project director and guided by senior project staff, the project officer 
will be responsible for the communication and coordination with political partners, governmental 
organizations and the private sector. She/he will support the implementation of the project by 
coordinating project activities, conducting research and supporting the facilitation of workshops 
and trainings. The project officer will prepare official documents and inquiries and support the 
organization official project meetings at government level. Ideally, she/he will independently 
work on specific project activities under the guidance of senior project staff. 
 
Responsibilities: 
 
In close cooperation with the project director, the heads of the project components and the 
project team, the project officer will be responsible for the following tasks: 
 

 Act as a focal point for communication with the political partners and the private sector 

 Contribute to preparation and implementation of consultation processes 

 Coordinate (independently) specific project activities with political partners, governmental 
institutions and the private sector, and identify potential issues in project implementation 

 Prepare official documents and inquiries, e.g. agenda, meeting minutes, invitations 

 Conduct analyses and research of official documents, e.g. laws, regulations or technical 
papers 

 Support the preparation of stakeholder meetings, both in terms of organization and content 
preparation 

 Support the preparation and facilitation of workshops, seminars and trainings 

 Support the monitoring and reporting of project activities 

 Compile information about the project, prepare presentations and communication materials 
and support the implementation of the communication strategy 

 Contribute to knowledge and data management 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
We are looking for a candidate who preferably possesses (the equivalent of): 
 

 Minimum of 5 years of professional working experience in a similar position, ideally working 
on climate change, energy-related or environmental issues 

 Academic degree related to the project 

 Ability to work independently and in teams 

 Experience in working in or with Thai ministries, in the public sector or in an international 
organization 

 Experience in organizing and facilitating workshops, seminars or trainings is an advantage 

 Willingness to develop an understanding of policies and technical matters relevant to the 
project (e.g. RAC sector, climate change policy, energy efficiency policy); previous 
knowledge is an advantage. 

 Excellent communication skills and confidence to communicate with political partners 

 Excellent command of Thai and English in writing and speaking; knowledge of German is an 
advantage 

 Experience of working in international cooperation is an advantage 
 
This will be a fixed-term contract, starting as soon as possible and running until December 
2019. There is a possibility of continuing beyond this date. 
 
Please submit your application and CV to chattayada.pattaragulwanit@giz.de. The deadline for 
applications is Friday, September 14, 2018. Only shortlisted candidates will be contacted. 
 
GIZ Office Bangkok 
Mrs. Chattayada Pattaragulwanit 
193/63 Lake Rajada Office Complex, New Ratchadapisek Road, Klongtoey, Bangkok 10110 
 
 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCeyVDmQlGbPvlI5Ccob91JQ  
 
https://www.youtube.com/user/GIZonlineTV 
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